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Career Summary 
 

I have a PhD in Cognitive Science and have provided user experience consultancy             
services since 2005. I have worked with Spotify, Pearson, HMRC, Smart Pension,            
Lloyds, The Telegraph and many other organisations. 

I'm best known for my work in coining the term “Dark Patterns” and setting up               
darkpatterns.org to help stamp out deceptive design practices. I have recently started            
offering expert witness services in this area.  

I’m also an accomplished public speaker, having presented at UX London, UX            
Cambridge, Conversion Conference and Product Tank. If you’re interested in learning           
more about me, you can watch this interview or listen to this podcast.  

 

 

Employment History 
 

Head of User Experience Innovation, Smart Pension (April 2019 -          
present) 
Smart Pension is an award-winning Fintech start-up based in London. I'm currently building             
an innovation team for Smart Pension in Brighton, focusing on innovative new features and              
products for the Smart Platform.  

 

Head of User Experience, Smart Pension (February 2018 - April 2019) 
I was Head of UX in the London office at Smart Pension for over a year. During this time, I                    
created a new User Experience (UX) team - defining the roles, hiring, introducing processes              
and best practices. 

 

Senior User Research Consultant, Spotify (January 2017 - January         
2018) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqUUlpTrZbQ&list=PL96C35uN7xGJu6skU4TBYrIWxggkZBrF5&t=176s
https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/2418489035


 

I worked at Spotify with a number of different squads in the Iron Bank tribe, primarily                
focusing on premium revenue experiences (e.g. international checkouts & upsells, telco           
partner user onboarding, cancelation and more).  

 

Senior User Researcher, Department for Business, Energy and        
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) (September - December 2016) 
I worked at BEIS as a Freelance Senior User Researcher. My main focus was carrying               
out formative “discovery” research for the Small Business Commissioner (Enterprise act,           
2016) and Payment Practices Reporting (Small Business, Enterprise and Employment          
act, 2015). This role also included a fair amount of planning and interaction design. 

 

Senior User Researcher, Clearleft / Pearson (March - August 2016) 
I worked with Clearleft as a Freelance UX Lead on a graph network database              
management system ("LOMT") for Pearson, which they are using to manage the            
complex relationship between educational materials (such as textbooks), standards         
(such as the Global Scale of English) and Curricula (such as Common Core). My work               
included early stage formative research followed by usability testing later in the project. I              
also worked very closely with the UI designer, collaboratively sketching user journeys to             
be prototyped and iterated. 

 

Senior User Researcher, HM Revenue & Customs (January - March          
2016) 
I carried out a discovery research project for the Pension Lifetime Allowance UX at              
HMRC. This involved extensive interviews with pension holders, advisors and providers,           
all of whom had very different perspectives on a controversial new tax on Pensions in               
the UK.  

 

User Experience Lead, Lloyds Pharmacy (Jan 2008 – Feb 2011) 
I provided a range of UX services to Lloyds Pharmacy Online Doctor, on a project that                
involved overhauling the patient consultation experience. This role was more technical           
than most UX projects, involving close work with the clinical team to draft medical              
questionnaires and algorithms. I also carried out iterative user research to ensure the             
proposed consultation experience was well suited to the target user groups. 

 

Senior User Experience Consultant, Clearleft (Feb 2011 - Apr 2013) 

 



 

Working at Clearleft was a challenging role: client expectations were very high, projects             
were fast moving and I typically played a hybrid role of planner, user researcher,              
information architect and sometimes even change management consultant.  

This role was both strategic and hands-on: as well as providing consultancy and running              
workshops with clients, I turned my hand to various qualitative user research methods             
(.e.g. usability testing, diary studies, interviews), and I often single-handedly carried out            
the early stage design process, from initial whiteboard sketches through to interactive            
prototypes in InVision, Marvel or Axure. 

During my time at Clearleft, my clients included Dennis publishing, NRDC,           
SavingsChampion, Family Investments, Kraft, Haymarket, Firefly Solutions, and        
Nutsonline.com.  

 

User Experience Lead, Madgex (Jan 2008 – Feb 2011) 
Madgex’s primary offering is a white label Job Board platform, provided to clients as a               
fully outsourced service. The platform is currently used on about 150 live sites and              
receives 2 million job seekers per week, in aggregate. Well known clients include The              
Guardian, The Times, Star Tribune, Haymarket and Centaur.  

My role at Madgex was three-pronged. Firstly, I was involved in bringing about             
organisational change and enabling Madgex to become a fully “user experience           
oriented” company. This involved delivering training and stakeholder workshops.         
Secondly, I was involved in the day-to-day planning, research and design of all new              
products, including the new Madgex Job Board platform (V3) and CV publishing platform             
(“CV Search & Match”). Thirdly, I was involved in the continual, iterative improvement of              
all existing user interfaces, taking input from user research findings and monitoring            
conversion rate uplifts.  

 

User Experience Consultant, Flow Interactive (Jan 2007 – Dec 2008) 
This role involved a varied mix of user research and design activities. In other words, as                
well as running interviews, workshops and contextual enquiries, I was also responsible            
for writing personas, creating user journeys, paper prototyping, wireframing and building           
interactive prototypes. Projects at Flow often involved a number of design iterations,            
beginning at early concept stages and evaluating progressively higher fidelity prototypes           
to improve usability and ensure the product meets the needs of the target audience.  

During my time at Flow I was also responsible for writing and delivering training courses               
in User-Centred Design to Nokia, British Airways and other clients.  

 

 

Usability Consultant, Amberlight Partners (Sept 2005 – Jan 2007) 

 



 

At Amberlight I worked for a wide range of clients including O2, The Financial Services               
Authority, and BAA. I was the primary point of contact with my clients, from proposal               
writing through to project closure and onward business development. Studies ranged           
from qualitative Morae-based user testing to eye-tracking, ethnography, diary studies,          
focus groups and card sorting, among other things.  

When providing design recommendations I would typically develop wireframes in Visio,           
and deliver highly visual presentations together with detailed findings-log documentation.  

 

Usability Researcher, Oyster Partners (May 2005 – Sept 2005) 
In this role I specialised in designing, arranging and moderating large (40-60 user)             
quantitative laboratory studies, typically run concurrently in multiple countries; and          
presenting findings and design recommendations to clients. Clients included Vodafone,          
Samsung, and others. Activities included the use of databases to capture and analyse             
performance data, and the design of coding schemes to analyse observation logs, using             
an in-house system similar to Noldus Observer. Tools used included Techsmith’s Morae            
and bespoke hardware-based video capture equipment.  

 

Research Fellow, Interact Lab, Sussex University (Oct 2000 - Aug          
2004) 
The Dynamo project was a 4-year initiative funded by the EPSRC. On this project we               
designed a multi-user public display system that supported the interconnection of           
personal devices (e.g. Laptops, Smartphones), allowing co-present groups to share and           
collaborate over media and documents.  

My work involved the use of a range of methods including ethnography, depth             
interviews, prototyping, storyboarding, expert evaluation, and video analysis. Public         
speaking was also a notable aspect of this role, which involved lecturing, running             
seminars and giving conference presentations.  
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Education  
 

PHD in Cognitive Science, Sussex University (2000-2005) 

'Understanding and Designing for the Voluntary Adoption of Community Displays'  

My PhD brought together research from CSCW, ethnography, sociology and HCI, and            
investigated the nature of voluntary uptake of large shared display systems in public             
spaces, deriving design recommendations. The main research method used was          
contextual field research.  

 

MSc (Distinction) in Human Centred Computer Systems, Sussex University         
(1999-2000) 
My MSc research involved the application of techniques from psychology, software           
engineering and cognitive science to the design, implementation and evaluation of           
interactive computing systems. I received the Searchspace best thesis award for my            
research into interface design for handheld devices. 

 

Psychology BA (1st), Sussex University (1996-1999) 

During this degree I specialised in subjects including Applied Cognitive Psychology and            
Artificial Intelligence. 
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